FIGURE C1A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERNSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
20% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C1B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
20% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C2A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
10% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C2B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
10% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C3B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERNER RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C4A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
2% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C5A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
1% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C5B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
1% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C6A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
0.5% AEP EVENT
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[Map showing peak flood depths and levels in the Paterson River catchment, with various depth levels indicated across the catchment area.]
FIGURE C6B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
0.5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C7A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
0.2% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C7B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
0.2% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C8A
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
PMF EVENT
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FIGURE C8B
PEAK FLOOD DEPTHS AND LEVELS
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
PMF EVENT
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FIGURE C9A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACy TO TOCAL
20% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C9B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
20% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C10A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
10% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C10B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
10% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C11A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
5% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C11B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON 5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C12A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
2% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C13A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
1% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C13B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
1% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C14A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
0.5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C14B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
0.5% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C15A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
0.2% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C15B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
0.2% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C16A
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
PMF EVENT
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FIGURE C16B
PEAK VELOCITIES
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
PMF EVENT
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FIGURE C17A

PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC HAZARD
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C17B
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC HAZARD
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C18B
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC HAZARD
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
1% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C19A
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC HAZARD
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
PMF EVENT
FIGURE C19B
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC HAZARD
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
PMF EVENT
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FIGURE C20A
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC CATEGORISATION
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
5% AEP EVENT
FIGURE C20B
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC CATEGORISATION
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
5% AEP EVENT
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FIGURE C22A
PROVISIONAL HYDRAULIC CATEGORISATION
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
PMF EVENT
FIGURE C23A
PRELIMINARY FLOOD PLANNING AREA
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
VACY TO TOCAL
FIGURE C23B
PRELIMINARY FLOOD PLANNING AREA
PATERSON RIVER CATCHMENT
TOCAL TO HINTON
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**FIGURE C24**

**PATERSON RIVER LEVEL PROFILE**

5%, 1% AEP EVENT AND PMF